
OZTENT SV-5 MAX
Maximum space for maximum coverage

Introducing the OZTENT SV-5 Max - our newest innovation. Named “SV” after Shane Viglione our 
late owner and visionary. This was the last tent design he worked on. Now brought through to 
fruition, the SV-5 Max features a patent pending angled frame design meaning it has a 3m width at 
the front of the tent. The peaked front awning also tapers out to a 3.5m width expanding your living 
area. The OZTENT SV-5 Max also comes with a Zip-In Tarp Extension which then tapers out again 
giving the front a massive 5m width!
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8oz Polycotton
Canvas

High Quality
Aluminium Frame

65g No-See-Um 
Mesh 

30 Second Tent
Set Up 

8oz

Fast and easy 30-seconds setup of main tent

Spacious - 3m frontage and sloping internal walls for greater floor area

SkyMesh Skylight built into the roof

Huge Zip-In Tarp Extension - no need to carry an extra marquee

Includes all poles, pegs and ropes needed to setup the tent and peak the awning

Utilising our tried and trusted polycotton canvas material

Sleeps 5



Materials

Tent + Awning
Floor
Frame
Fly Screens
Fly

8oz Ripstop polycotton canvas
510g PVC
High quality strong aluminium
65g No-See-Um mesh
210T Ripstop polyester, silver lined

Dimensions

Packed Size (LxWxH)
38cm x 200cm x 27cm
15" x 78.7" x 10.6"

Set Up Size (LxWxH)
260cm x 260cm x 195cm
102.4" x 102.4" x 76.8"

Awning Size (LxW)
260cm x 200cm
102.4" x 78.7"

Net Weight
30kg
66.1lbs

Warranty

Warranty Period 2yrs + 1yr with product registration

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

30-seconds Setup

Max Space

It’s a new tent but with a very familiar frame - the brand new SV-5 Max frame is 
angled but can still be setup by one person in less than 30-seconds!

We’ve modified the famous 30-seconds Oztent frame and given it 100° angled 
corners meaning the tent tapers out to give you 3m of frontage! The walls also slope 
outwards meaning your floor space is now bigger and more usable than ever.

Zip-in Tarp Extension Included
The SV-5 Max is all about maximum space, so we’ve included a brand new Zip-In Tarp 
Extension giving you a massive undercover space with 5m of frontage and 2.5m of 
extra depth out the front of your already huge attached awning!

Skymesh Skylight

SkyMesh is built into the roof of the main tent and unzips to give you a full, insect free 
view of the stars. All zips are located inside the tent to allow for easy opening and 
closing. SkyMesh also gives you great ventilation inside the tent.

Peaking Poles Included
We believe your OZTENT SV-5 MAX Awning is best when it’s peaked so we included 
everything you need to do that! 2 x Peak Poles and 2 x Spreader Bars (plus ropes and 
pegs) come included with every SV-5 MAX.

Utilising our Tried and Trusted 
Polycotton Canvas

Just like the original RV Range, the SV-5 MAX utilises our trusted 8oz Ripstop 
polycotton canvas. This material is super high quality and durable - which is what 
you've come to expect when buying an OZTENT tent.

All images shown remain the property of the publisher. All images used in this datasheet 
are for illustration purposes only and actual items may vary in appearance. Precautions 
have been taken to assure accuracy of the information on this sheet. Typographic or 
pictorial errors that are brought to our attention will be corrected in subsequent updates. 
Product dimensions shown here are nominal and are provided for the convenience of our 
customers. The Oztent Group reserves the right to make product changes from time to 
time, without prior notification, which may change the dimensions shown. The designs and 
dimensions of the products listed on this sheet are correct at the date of last publication 
and are subject to change without notice. ...It’s the EXPERIENCE


